Further Resources

“Art Terms.” Tate Museum. Link

● On the US Carceral System
Duvernay, Ava. 2016. 13th. (Full documentary) Link


Vera: Reimagining Prison Web Report. Link

First-hand accounts by people currently or formerly incarcerated:
Ear Hustle: The Daily Realities of Life Inside Prison Shared by Those Living It, and Stories from the Outside, Post-Incarceration. Link

Jones, Andrea. “Letters from Incarcerated Writers.” The American Reader. Link


“Mass Incarceration: An Animated Series.” ACLU. Link

● On Transformative Justice
“Art Attacks: Unit by Educators at Creative Acts, part of the 2021 Network of The 1619 Project Education Network.” 1619 Education Network. Link

“TJC Resources.” The Justice Collaborative. Link

● On Public Art
“City of Pittsburgh Art Locations.” The City of Pittsburgh. Link


Monument Lab. Link

Mural Arts, Philadelphia. Link

● On the Hill District
ACH Clear Pathways. Link

Nafasi on Centre. Link
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